The Design Reference Group
Award-winning design
Bargoonga Nganjin – Gather Everyone
Our first month at Bargoonga Nganjin

- +163.47% Activity Attendance
- +220.12% Visits
- +547.06% Wi-Fi Usage
- +900% Membership
- +98.87% Loans
- +50.17% Computer Usage
2017 Statistics

Bargoonga Nganjin had an impact across the board:

- Loans +2.46%
- Visits +8.35%
- Membership +7.09%
- Reference enquiries +15.25%
- Activity Attendance +4.35%
- Acquisitions +12.86%
- Computer usage +8.64%
- Wifi usage +80.14%
- Website visits +2.41%
A library for the future